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Action points

# A.I. Action points from this meeting Who Bywhen

20 5 Plan a small scale meeting regarding next
steps regarding cross-country back-ups

MM, DVU,
MD

April

21 6 Contact CLARIN-EL to ask whether their
INCEpTION instance (with AAI) could be
opened up to CLARIN

DVU April

# Date Action points from previousmeetings Who Bywhen

1
(previousl
y 2072.1)

2020/2021 Recommendations on PIDs
outcomes:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hLht
KwVe5fifFWvU28mukAGC0yl4gaOv6XNT4MV
kioQ/edit# → involve the PID taskforce

DVU SCCTCWork
plan 2023

9 10-10-2022 Contact representatives from consortia not
in attendance (Bulgaria, Hungary)

DVU Lisbon NCF
meeting, 17
April 2023

11 10-10-2022 Plan DSpace meeting L-JO,
others

June 2023

16 08-02-2023 Tidy up the AP list and restructure/rephrase
if necessary.

MM, L-JO,
DVU, JM

March 2023

1. Agenda

1. Agenda: Request for changes? (2 min)
2. Approval minutes last meeting (08.02.2023) & action point status (5 min)
3. Centre assessments (10 min) (overview sheet)

a. Four centres moved from B to C status
4. Next Workplan, suggested topics: (10 min)

a. FCS
b. CTS
c. Actively assisting member states without B-Centres
d. facilitating cross-border backup

5. Cross border backup / Moving a Center (10min)
a. SI/CZ agreement as a starting point?
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6. WebAnno/INCePTION: right now there are several installations at CLARIN centres of WebAnno (DE and FI) and
of INCEpTION (EL). We recently received the request regarding extending the online usage of WebAnno and
INCepTION. Just to take stock, are there any plans of providing INCEpTION via AAI for the wider CLARIN
community? (5 min)

7. Federated Content Search: (10 min)
a. Report on FCS questionnaire
b. FYI: Suggestion from last TF meeting to sunset the legacy protocol by the end of 2023

8. Status update per country/member (please provide a short bullet-wise summary in the Google Doc, previous
doc can be found here) (15 min)

9. AOB
10. Next meeting?

The agenda is approved as is.

2. Approval of minutes last meeting & action points

MMwelcomes Cristina Grisot (CLARIN-CH), who will represent Switzerland in the SCCTC until a
permanent SCCTC representative is identified.

The minutes of the previous meeting are approved.

The following APs are no longer relevant and/or have been completed and are thus removed:
- 6, 8, 10, 14, 17, 18 and 19.

Comments on other APs:
- AP 8: MD will give a brief presentation about OpenAIRE in the next SCCTCmeeting; the AP

is removed.
- AP 10: TMB proposes a workshop, with the Centre Meeting offering a good opportunity; the

AP is removed.
- AP 11: The deadline has beenmoved to June, when the topic is likely to be revisited at the

Centre Meeting.
- AP19: The Korp mailing list was set up. If interested, you can subscribe here

3. Centre assessments
- MW gives a brief update on the status of assessments in round 20:

- The application by Språkbanken is still missing information.

- DVU reports that four centres have lost their B-centre status, and are now C-centres:
- Center for Estonian Language Resources
- Hamburger Zentrum für Sprachkorpora
- Institut für Deutsche Sprache
- Institut für Maschinelle Sprachverarbeitung
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- The representatives of the above centres have been contacted and invited for the
upcoming assessment round.

4. Next Workplan
- MM suggests to centre the work plan around focus areas such as:

- FCS
- CTS
- Actively assisting member states without B-Centres
- facilitating cross-border backups

→ The SCCTC agrees on the abovementioned focus areas.

5. Cross-border back-up
- An agreement between CZ and SI, shared via email prior to the meeting, could serve as a

blueprint for similar arrangements.
- MD reports that Austria has also tried setting up a similar agreement; he highlights that the

repositories in both CZ and SI are based on Dspace, making backing-up easier.
- DVU suggests bringing up this topic up the NCF during their upcoming face-to-face

meeting on 17 April in Lisbon.
- AP 20: MM, DVU and MD to discuss further in a smaller scale meeting.

6. WebAnno/INCEpTION
- Based on an email CLARIN received, DVU poses the question whether there are services

accessible through AAI (Shibboleth) for those needing to access WebAnno/INCEpTION
instances?

- Italy will set up an INCEpTION application as part of a H2IOSC a PNRR project, and
asks for support in installing; DVU points out to make use of CLARINmobility grants
for this.

- Finland runs Webanno and is unsure about moving to INCEpTION, since usage is
low and has fallen in recent years.

- Estonia (CELR) also has an INCEpTION instance, though not accessible via AAI.
- Sweden is currently migrating fromWebAnno to INCEpTION; they have several

instances.
- Greece runs an INCEpTION instance with AAI but only for Greek users; DVU to

contact CLARIN-EL to ask whether their instance could be opened up to CLARIN (AP
21).

→ This topic will be revisited in the upcoming SCCTCmeeting.
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7. Federated Content Search
- L-JO gives a quick update of a recently distributed survey:

- In total, there were even respondents, two of which are new to FCS
- 2x Korp, BlackLab v 3, KonText20202, bonito, ARCHE, MariaDB

- Some centres are interested in consultation.
- MWy plans to get in touch support the University of Birmingham [link to

Birmingham endpoint] and will be in touch with L-JO for further steps
- SG: request to merge his pull request to the FCS Korp Endpoint

8. Status update per country/member

A short bullet-wise summaries can be found here.

9. AOB

This yearʼs CLARIN Centre Meeting will take place on 13 and 14 June in Utrecht.

6. Next meeting

JM to set up a Doodle for week 15, starting on 10 April.
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https://clic.bham.ac.uk/
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